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ABSTRACT
In Mid-East area especially, dominat US hegemony so strong and clutch. The reason why US so feel up to master Mid-East is because that area have the biggest oil reserve in the world. 
US hegemony in Mid-East which accompanied with political discrimation to some state––Iran, Irak, Syria, support to Israel, support to power of tyrant and corrupt, and also one side attitude always stand up for Israel in Palestinian conflict and various other injustice that happened in third world nations in generally and especially in Islam nations, assumed to peep out one resistence form that is Islamic Fundamentalism.
Islamic Fundamentalism was assumed by West intelectual as political movement of Islam making teachings which implied of Al-Qur’an as political ideology basic. Oftentimes Islamic Fundamentalism alleged by as religious political movement which refused moderenism, wishing the return to a period of feather in one’s cap of Islam at middle ages, identical with terrorism, and extremism, anti-America.
One of the phenomenons Islamic Fundamentalism that the most attracted attention of West intelectual were is in Iran. West intelectual, in comprehending Islamic Fundamentalism take reference of event Islamic Iranian Revolution in 1979, where at that moment Imam Khomeini succes overthrow regime of Reza Syah which get full of support from US. Iranian Revolution have importang meaning to Iran nation that is as deduction form to all injustice of Iran government at the moment and US hegemony. In West view, that is represents embarassing experience for the West and US.
Entering 21st century, phenomenon of Islamic Fundamentalism likely remains to be fearful bogey to US. Iran which nowadays  led by Ahmadinejad. He is a conservative figur tending to radical and fully supported by fundamentalist Mullah circle of Iran again threat disperse to continuity of US in Mid-East. Nuclear progamme of Iran which again run to make US fear there will be a new strength able to menace their hegemony in a rich area of oil. Beside that, Iranian people also progressively dare to expressed attitude refuse of US hegemony and anti-America.
Pursuant to result of research with using decriptive research method analysis can be taken by the following conclusion: that Islamic Fundamentalism in Iran at the time will be remain becomes one of the strength took heed by US. Even Iran is nowadays besieged by US hegemony, but still remains to be consistent hold firmly to aspiration Islamic Revolution that is refusing all kind of foreign intervention and US hegemony in Mid-East.
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